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opportunity
North America is a strong and stable market for premium food 
products and luxury goods.

American chefs and tastemakers set culinary fashion at home, 
and increasingly, in foreign markets.



But with over 300 million people, four time zones, hundreds of 
media outlets, and a dozen diverse regional markets separated by 
tastes and buying habits, you need expert assistance to make the 
opportunity work for you.

strategy



Do you know your customers’ customers and what 
they’re really looking for?  

Should you target retail, foodservice — or both?

How well do you understand foodservice needs 
and drivers?

Are you targeting the right geographic regions? 

Are you making the trends work for you?

Can your chosen partners take you where you 
want to go?  

inside knowledge



Is your audience hearing you?
Do they even know who you are?  



Customers can’t buy your products if they don’t know you exist.

Whether you’re launching a product that’s entirely new to the 
market, or competing in a crowded category, you need to stand 
out, and you need to be clear.

get heard



Polly Legendre and Alisha Lumea have decades of 
food experience — in the kitchen and out. 

We have worked with artisanal food and beverage 
producers, eco-minded farmers and fisheries, NGO 
projects, trade commissions, and documentary 
filmmakers from around the world.

We have a broad understanding — and a broad 
range of contacts — across the food scene with 
industry, thought leadership and media.

Polished can get your product into the right hands 
and your message into the right ears.

with polished



food & drink — from fish to films



Since Polished was founded in 2011, our clients and 
partnerships have included leading players from food 
production, venture capital, media, and regional and 
product-specific trade commissions, including:

Scottish Development International
Samuel Goldwyn Films
Next World Group
Wester Ross Salmon
Manchego PDO
Macduff Shellfish
Irish Seafood Producers Group
Seafood Scotland
InCA Productions
Nor’easter Seafood

clients



business
development

We can get you the right partners, the right image, and the 
right tools to succeed in the North American marketplace.



Finding the right partners, and building those 
relationships, is what you depend on to get your 
products into the right hands.

But then, for robust sales and market share, you need 
to help them help you.

Brokers and sales representatives need the appropriate 
tools to build volumes, profits and a loyal clientele. 

That means sales materials geared towards premium 
chefs and consumers, targeted messaging, test kitchen 
vetting and recipe development, and market-ready 
food styling & photography.

the right path



publicity & 
promotions

With over 15 years of media experience, we have won 
coverage in scores of major outlets in both traditional 
and new media, and throughout the US and beyond. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



reach 

Word of mouth is great for spreading your brand, but 
in a market this big, sometimes it needs a boost. 

Getting and leveraging media attention accomplishes 
what nothing else can. 

Polished will capture, measure and connect with media 
across all platforms, finding your audience of end-users, 
and reporting back facts and figures to you.  

We can work to enhance your existing PR efforts in 
other markets, or launch your first campaign.



social media
Your customers are having a conversation you can’t 
afford to miss. The need for multi-channel social media 
promotions and tracking now spans all categories of 
food and beverage.



build your business, leverage your brand



We identify and interact with customers throughout the 
value chain, from distributors, to chefs, retailers and home 
cooks. Our customized tracking tools and insights give you 
the intelligence you need to accurately target sales efforts 
across geographic regions, audience segments and trends. 

targeted



results you can see

Businesses everywhere are concerned with cost 
management and tangible results from their sales 
and marketing efforts.  

Monthly reporting by Polished helps you know if 
you are gaining traction, who is talking about you, 
and if they’re in your target market.  

We help you understand the activities that drive your 
category across North America, giving you an edge 
on the competition, and the chance to take on new 
and neglected opportunities.



be ready
Not quite ready to take on the market?

No worries. Polished can assist your company step by step, so 
you’re prepared when you launch, or even so you can make an 
informed decision that the market isn’t right for you.



Polly Legendre
polly@polished-brands.com
Tel +1-510-915-0900
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